
25.1 Notes: Air Masses Name: ______________________ Period: ______ 

 

 Air moves from areas of ___________ pressure to areas of __________ pressure. 

 

 If the pressure differences are small, the air remains ______________________ and 

takes on the temperature and humidity of the region. 

 

 A large body of air with a uniform __________________ and humidity is an air mass. 

 

 Types of Air Masses (and how they affect the US): 

1. Maritime polar (mP) 

 Maritime (m) – air mass over ______________; moist 

 Polar (P) – air mass from ____________ regions 

 Causes frequent ___________ and snow along the north Pacific coast 

2. Maritime tropical (mT) 

 Maritime (m) – air mass over ________________; moist 

 Tropical (T) – air mass from _____________ regions 

 Brings mild winter weather and hot, _______________ summers 

 Severe thunderstorms and ___________________ are carried in by these 

air masses 

3. Continental polar (cP) 

 Continental (c) – air mass over a ___________________; dry 

 Polar (P) – air mass from _____________ regions 

 Polar air masses from the north bring cool, dry weather in the summer and 

very ___________ weather in the winter 

4. Continental tropical (cT) 

 Continental (c) – air mass over a ____________________; dry 

 Tropical (T) – air mass from _____________ regions 

 Forms over the ________________ in Mexico and the Southern US 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
25.2 Fronts 

 The boundary between 2 different air masses is a front. 

 Changes in weather usually take place along various types of fronts. 

 Types of Fronts: 

o Cold Front: Cold air overtakes warm air. Cold air stays on bottom because it is 

denser. Can produce short, violent storms. 

o Warm Front: Warm air overtakes cold air. Clouds spread over broad area starting 

with high cirrus clouds and ending with low stratus clouds. Produces precipitation 

over a large area depending on humidity of warm air mass. 

o Stationary Front: Neither air mass moves. Weather similar to that of a warm front. 

o Occluded Front: A cold air mass pushes warm air upward until it reaches another 

cold air mass. The warm front becomes occluded from the surface. 

o Where warm air masses meet cold air from the poles is a polar front. 

 The meeting of these two air masses often creates rain showers, 

thunderstorms, and tornadoes (wind speeds reach up to 400 km/hr). 

 The rapid rising and the condensing of warm moist air form hurricanes, the most severe 

storms on earth. The heat released by the condensation adds energy to the building 

storm. Wind speeds exceed 120 km/hr. It may last several days. 

 An average hurricane has an average energy content equivalent to the amount of 

electricity used in the US in 6 months. 

25.3 +25.4 Weather Instruments and Forecasting 

 Rain Gauge  Precipitation 

 Anemometer  Wind Speed 

 Satellite  Images of clouds from above and what they’re doing. 

 Thermometer  Temperature 

 Barometer  Air Pressure 

 Psychrometer  Relative Humidity 

 Radiosonde  Conditions of Upper Atmosphere 

 Doppler Radar  detect weather that is inaccessible by other instruments. 

 Wind Vane  Wind Direction 

 

 Weather Maps 

o Common weather symbols describe: 

 Cloud cover 

 Wind direction 

 Temperature 

 Air Pressure 

 Wind Speed 

 Precipitation 

 Dew Point 

 Location of Fronts 



 
o Lines representing equal atmospheric pressures are isobars 

o Closely spaced lines indicate a rapid change in pressure and high wind speed. 

o Isobars that form circles indicate areas of high (H) or low (L) pressure. 

o Using all the weather data available and personal experience, forecasters can 

usually predict future temperature, wind, cloudiness, and precipitation (but not 

exactly when the precipitation falls or how much). 

o The further ahead a forecast is, the less accurate it is. 

Chapter 26: Climates 

 Climate – average weather conditions of a region 

 Factors that Affect Climate 

o Latitude  distance from the equator determines the amount of solar energy 

received by a region. 

 Depends on the angle at which the sun’s rays strike the earth and the 

number of daylight hours the location receives. 

o Wind Patterns  Winds affect weather conditions such as humidity, precipitation, 

temperature, and cloud cover. 

o Ocean Currents  The amount of heat absorbed or released by the air is 

influenced by the temperature of ocean currents. 

o Topography  The changes in elevation produce differences in temperature. (.7 

degree drop in temp every 100m) 

 Climate Zones: 

o Tropical – influenced by tropical air masses 

o Polar – influenced by polar air masses 

o Middle Latitude – weather changes often due to interaction of polar and tropical 

air. 


